Bus Route Naming and Re-naming

Transportation Services Advisory Committee—TSAC

February 3, 2016
Submitting a Request

Interested parties submit their request(s) for naming/re-naming bus route to Transportation Services (TS) then the following occurs:

*TS receives the route naming/re-naming request(s) and submits request for TSAC vote.*
If TSAC votes to recommend the request to progress, the following occurs:

*TS reviews and sends memo to VPFA to alert that the process has been initiated; and*

*TS forwards the request to Traditions Council (TC), Graduated Student Council (GSC), and Student Government Association (SGA) for review and request their respective recommendations to TSAC.*
Evaluation & Recommendations

TSAC reviews advice from TC, GSC and SGA and votes to recommend the request – if TS approves:

Sends memo to VPFA to notify naming/re-naming of route(s) approved;

Notifies requesting individual or organization; and

Executes communication and implementation plan.

If TSAC votes to not recommend the request and TS agrees, TS informs VPFA and requesting individual or organization
RT09 & RT40 Naming Recommendations

TS proposes the following names for RT09 and RT40 consideration:

*Vet School (RT09 only)*

*Whoop!*

*Midnight Yell*

*Century Tree*
RT09 & RT40 Maps

Route 09
Fall 2016
1. MSC
2. Fish Pond
3. Wehner
4. TIPS
5. NCTM
6. VTED
7. Wehner

Route 40
Fall 2016
1. MSC
2. Kieberg
3. The Cottages
4. The Junction
5. The Barracks
6. The Cottages
7. Kieberg

Regular Bus Stops
Bus Stops with specific leave times